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INTRODUCTION 

 
The Federal Trade Commission (“Commission”) has accepted from ArcLight Energy 

Partners Fund VI, L.P. (“ArcLight”), subject to final approval, an Agreement Containing 
Consent Orders (“Consent Agreement”) designed to remedy the anticompetitive effects resulting 
from ArcLight’s proposed acquisition of Gulf Oil Limited Partnership (“Gulf”) and related assets 
from Cumberland Farms, Inc. (“Cumberland”).  Under the terms of the proposed Decision and 
Order (“Order”) contained in the Consent Agreement, ArcLight must divest four of Gulf’s 
terminals located in Pennsylvania – in Mechanicsburg, Altoona, Pittston Township, and 
Williamsport – to Arc Logistics Partners, LP (“Arc Logistics”). 

 
The Consent Agreement has been placed on the public record for 30 days to solicit 

comments from interested persons.  Comments received during this period will become part of 
the public record.  After 30 days, the Commission will again review the Consent Agreement and 
the comments received, and will decide whether it should withdraw from the Consent 
Agreement, modify it, or make the Order final.   
 

THE PARTIES 
 

ArcLight invests in energy infrastructure.  Through its wholly-owned subsidiary, Pyramid 
LLC, ArcLight owns and operates twelve light petroleum product (“LPP”) terminals in 
Pennsylvania.  ArcLight uses its terminals to meet its own marketing needs and offers 
terminaling services to third parties for a fee. 
 
 Cumberland, one of the largest convenience store operators in the country, operates a 
petroleum marketing, terminaling, and distribution business through its Gulf subsidiary.  Gulf 
owns and operates twelve LPP terminals in the Northeast, including seven in Pennsylvania.  Gulf 
also uses its terminals to meet its own marketing needs and provides terminaling services to third 
parties for a fee.  

 
THE PROPOSED ACQUISITION 

 
Pursuant to two contingent Purchase and Sale Agreements dated May 15, 2015, ArcLight 

proposes to acquire Gulf, and certain other assets, from Cumberland (the “Acquisition”).  The 
Commission’s Complaint alleges that the Acquisition, if consummated, would violate Section 7 
of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. § 18, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. § 45, by substantially lessening competition for gasoline and 
distillate terminaling services in relevant geographic markets within Pennsylvania. 
 



THE RELEVANT MARKET 
 

Terminals are critical to the efficient distribution of LPPs.  Transporting bulk quantities 
of LPPs via pipeline or marine vessel is significantly less expensive on a per gallon basis than 
trucking LPPs the same distance.  Terminals serve as the delivery points on pipeline and marine 
routes and are capable of receiving bulk quantities of LPPs, holding LPPs in storage tanks, and 
loading smaller quantities of LPPs onto tanker trucks for local delivery.  Tanker trucks pick up 
product from the terminals through specialized loading systems and transport LPPs to retail 
locations and end-use customers.  Terminaling services include the off-loading, temporary 
storage, and dispensing of LPPs into trucks.  

 
The Commission’s Complaint alleges that the relevant product markets within which to 

analyze the Acquisition are gasoline terminaling services and distillates terminaling services.  
Gasoline terminaling service customers can only use terminals that meet gasoline-specific 
environmental regulations.  A terminal must have specialized equipment, including vapor 
recovery units and tanks with internal floating roofs, to offer gasoline terminaling services.  
While distillate terminaling customers may be able to use gasoline terminals, the reverse is not 
possible due to the more stringent regulatory requirements for the storage and handling of 
gasoline.   
 

The Commission’s Complaint alleges three relevant geographic markets in Pennsylvania 
in which to assess the competitive effects of the Acquisition:  (1) Altoona, which includes 
terminals in Altoona; (2) Scranton, which includes terminals in Pittston Township and 
Edwardsville; and (3) Harrisburg, which includes terminals in Northumberland, Williamsport, 
Mechanicsburg, and Highspire. 

 
The Acquisition would substantially increase concentration in relevant markets that are 

already highly concentrated.  In the Altoona market, ArcLight and Gulf are the only firms that 
offer gasoline terminaling services, and two of three firms that offer distillate terminaling 
services.  ArcLight and Gulf are two of only three firms that offer gasoline or distillate 
terminaling services in the Scranton market.  In the Harrisburg market, ArcLight and Gulf are 
two of three firms that offer gasoline terminaling services, and two of four firms that offer 
distillate terminaling services. 

 



EFFECTS OF THE ACQUISITION 
 
 The Acquisition would substantially lessen competition for terminaling services in the 
relevant markets by enabling ArcLight to exercise market power unilaterally, and enhancing the 
likelihood of collusion or coordinated interaction among the few remaining terminaling services 
providers.  Post-acquisition, ArcLight would be the sole firm offering gasoline terminaling 
services in Altoona.  It would own most of the LPP storage capacity in each of the other relevant 
markets and would be able to raise terminaling service fees or reduce access to terminaling 
services unilaterally.  The remaining firms have limited ability to accommodate additional 
throughput customers and would likely be unable to constrain ArcLight from exercising market 
power.  To the extent the remaining firms could offer some limited constraint on ArcLight’s 
ability to exercise market power unilaterally, they are unlikely to do so because the transaction 
would increase their incentives to coordinate tacitly with ArcLight. 

 
ENTRY CONDITIONS 

 
Entry into the relevant markets would not be timely, likely, or sufficient to deter or 

counteract the anticompetitive effects arising from the Acquisition.  Barriers to entry are 
significant and include high sunk costs associated with the construction of a new terminal, and 
the substantial amount of time required to design, build, and permit a new facility.  ArcLight has 
significant excess capacity in the relevant markets, and this capacity would also discourage new 
entry. 
 

THE DECISION AND ORDER 
 

The Order resolves the competitive concerns raised by the Acquisition by requiring that 
ArcLight divest Gulf’s terminals in Altoona, Pittston Township, Mechanicsburg, and 
Williamsport.  The Order requires ArcLight to divest to Arc Logistics, or another acquirer 
approved by the Commission, the four terminals and all associated assets, as well as enter into 
certain transitional arrangements necessary for the acquirer to become established and compete 
successfully in the relevant markets.  ArcLight is required to divest the terminals within 20 days 
of closing the Acquisition. 

 
 Arc Logistics is a publicly-traded logistics service provider principally engaged in the 
terminaling, storage, throughput, and transloading of crude oil and LPPs.  The company owns 
twelve LPP terminals in several states, not including Pennsylvania.  To ensure that the acquirer 
has sufficient throughput at the divested terminals while it negotiates contracts with new terminal 
customers, the Order requires ArcLight to enter a transitional throughput agreement with Arc 
Logistics, whereby ArcLight commits to throughput certain volumes at Arc Logistics’ terminals 
for two years.  The Order also requires ArcLight to supply Arc Logistics with renewable fuels, at 
Arc Logistics’ request, for a period of five years, an option that will help Arc Logistics attract 
throughput customers.  Finally, the Order requires ArcLight to let any customer in the relevant 
markets out of its terminaling service contract without penalty for a period of six months after 
the divestiture, allowing Arc Logistics to compete for those customers. 
 



 The purpose of this analysis is to facilitate public comment on the Consent Agreement, 
and it is not intended to constitute an official interpretation of the Order or to modify its terms in 
any way.   


